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zip“, and decompress all zipped files to “C:\\outputzip” folder. package com.mkyong.zip; import java.io.File .... AntBuilder
exposes Ant tasks directly using the convenient builder notation that we ... def ant = new AntBuilder() ant.zip(destfile:
'sources.zip', basedir: 'src') ... to copy a list of files using a classical Ant pattern directly in Groovy:.. Unjar/Untar/Unwar/Unzip.
Description. Unzips a zip-, war-, or jar file. PatternSets are used to select files to extract from the archive. If no patternset is
used, .... The compiled package, class files and resource files are located in the root ... Add the path to the bin directory in the
unzipped directory to the system ... Groovy: 2.4.11 Ant: Apache Ant(TM) version 1.9.6 compiled on June 29 .... ANT has a zip
core task that can easily exclude files or directories from the resulting zip file, through Groovy's AntBuilder class, it is trivial to
write Groovy scripts .... Specifies whether to enforce a reproducible file order when reading files from directories. source ...
Adds an ANT style exclude pattern. This method may ... You can also include arbitrary Groovy code in the file, such as
${version ?: 'unknown'} .... Using Groovy AntBuilder to zip / unzip files. I've been quiet for quite a while - partly because I am
not working with Oracle just at the moment.. Groovy doesn't have any GDK class to deal with ZIP files so we have to approach
the problem by using one of the JDK alternatives. Nevertheless, we can .... This article is about how to write a utility class for
extracting files and directories in a compressed zip archive, using built-in Java API.. If a file is less than 2 seconds newer than
the entry in the archive, Apache Ant will ... attribute and set it to UTF8 to create zip files that can safely be read by Java. ... A
ZIP archive created by one library may extract files with "wrong timestamps" .... Related Tutorials: Ant :: How do I zip and
unzip files using Ant? Files :: How do I display the contents of a zip file?. Using Groovy AntBuilder to zip / unzip files I've been
quiet for quite a while - partly ... Zipify helps in Files Archiver rar Zip Unzip files zip in file extraction in zip file .... Using
Groovy's AntBuilder to zip and unzip files. We can use all the power of Ant in our Groovy scripts. Ant task names map to
Groovy methods (see the zip method above) and the attributes are passed as maps to these methods.. To use antbuilder, just
include ant. jar and ant-launcher. jar in your classpath. The below groovy methods will unzip into specific folder (C:\folder)..
Apache Ant Zip Task with Introduction, features, installation, hello world, ... Create a zip file manual.zip by collecting all the
files from javatpoin/java directory.. Unpack the ZIP documentation file into the same location so that the JDK is all in one
directory. ... The Groovy Development Kit (GDK) is available from the website (see ... as bin (for executables, batch files, and
so on) and the lib folder containing the Groovy JAR files. ... It is available at http://ant.apache. org/bindownload.cgi.. In pure
Java, this would be quite some work to implement. Of course there are several libraries available that will make unzipping, ... on
ZipFile, and a method zip(destination) on File available in Java? ... All of the functionality I needed for this script are also
already offered by Groovy's build-in AntBuilder.. import java.util.zip.*. String zipFileName = "file.zip". String inputDir =
"logs". def outputDir = "zip". //Zip files. ZipOutputStream zipFile = new ZipOutputStream(new .... Ant :: How do I zip and
unzip files using Ant? Files :: How do I display the contents of a zip file? Files :: How can I create a zip file from a set of files?.
Unzip file in groovy with AntBuilder. Create a zipfile with antbuilder. 1 def ant = new AntBuilder() 2
ant.unzip(src:"src.zip",dest:"destination-directory" ... 640313382f 
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